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A field comparison of Fresnel zone and ray-based GPR
attenuation-difference tomography for time-lapse imaging of
electrically anomalous tracer or contaminant plumes

Timothy C. Johnson1, Partha S. Routh1, Warren Barrash1, and Michael D. Knoll1

These sensitivities occupy the first Fresnel zone, account for the
finite frequency nature of propagating EM waves, and are valid
when velocity variations within the medium do not cause significant ray bending. We evaluate the scattering theory sensitivities
by imaging a bromide tracer plume as it migrates through a
coarse alluvial aquifer over two successive days. The scattering
theory tomograms display a significant improvement in resolution over the ray-based counterparts, as shown by a direct comparison of the tomograms and also by a comparison of the vertical fluid conductivity distribution measured in a monitoring well,
located within the tomographic plane. By improving resolution,
the scattering theory sensitivities increase the utility of GPR attenuation-difference tomography for monitoring the movement
of electrically anomalous plumes. In addition, the improved accuracy of information gathered through attenuation-difference
tomography using scattering theory is a positive step toward future developments in using GPR data to help characterize the distribution of hydrogeologic properties.

ABSTRACT
Ground-penetrating radar 共GPR兲 attenuation-difference tomography is a useful tool for imaging the migration of electrically anomalous tracer or contaminant plumes. Attenuation-difference tomography uses the difference in the trace amplitudes of
tomographic data sets collected at different times to image the
distribution of bulk-conductivity changes within the medium.
The most common approach for computing the tomographic sensitivities uses ray theory, which is well understood and leads to
efficient computations. However, ray theory requires the assumption that waves propagate at infinite frequency, and thus
sensitivities are distributed along a line between the source and
receiver. The infinite-frequency assumption in ray theory leads
to a significant loss of resolution 共both spatially and in terms of
amplitude兲 of the recovered image. We use scattering theory to
approximate the sensitivity of electromagnetic 共EM兲 wave amplitude to changes in bulk conductivity within the medium.

sume that an electrically conductive contaminant 共or tracer兲 has invaded the region between the source and receiver at time B. As described by the physics of EM wave propagation 共e.g., Maxwell’s
equations兲, the amplitude of the trace collected at time B will be attenuated with respect to the amplitude of the trace collected at time A
because of the increase in fluid 共and hence bulk兲 conductivity at time
B. The difference between the EM wave amplitudes recorded at time
A and B is dominantly sensitive to the corresponding change in bulk
conductivity caused by the invasion of the conductive fluid. In the attenuation-difference tomography experiment, EM wave traces are
recorded with geometrically different source-receiver configurations, at times corresponding to time A and B in the previous discussion. The difference between trace amplitudes are the data used to to-

INTRODUCTION
Ground-penetrating radar 共GPR兲 attenuation-difference tomography is a relatively new method of geophysical imaging that can provide valuable noninvasive information on the distribution of aquifer
properties. The basic physical premise behind GPR attenuation-difference tomography is that the attenuation rate of an electromagnetic
共EM兲 wave is strongly dependent upon the bulk conductivity of the
medium through which the wave is propagating. For example, consider the amplitude of two EM waves exited from the same location
in space, but at different times 共time A and B兲, recorded at a receiving antenna some distance away. Assume that at time A the wave
propagates through natural geologic conditions. Furthermore, as
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mographically reconstruct the locations and magnitudes of bulk
conductivity differences between time A to B.
Previous works employing GPR attenuation-difference tomography focus primarily upon imaging saline tracer movement in fractured aquifer systems 共Ramirez and Lytle, 1986; Niva et al., 1988;
Olssen et al., 1992; Lane et al., 1999; Day-Lewis et al., 2002; DayLewis et al., 2003; Day-Lewis et al., 2004; Day-Lewis et al., 2005兲.
In addition to monitoring applications, time-lapse tomographic images of contaminant or tracer plumes can help reveal the distribution
of the aquifer properties that govern fluid transport in alluvial aquifers. The utility of GPR attenuation-difference tomography in providing information concerning aquifer properties is related directly
to the ability of the tomography to resolve small-scale features of the
plume. To date, the most common method of attenuation-difference
inversion employs ray theory, which assumes waves propagate at infinite frequency. Under the ray assumption, the sensitivity distribution from source to receiver is expressed as a line integral along the
raypath, resulting in a loss of resolution when the frequency at which
the actual wave propagation takes place is not infinite 共Johnson et al.,
2005兲. Johnson et al. 共2005兲, presented a method of providing more
resolved tomographic images of temporal changes in bulk conductivity using Fresnel zone attenuation-difference tomography. The
Fresnel zone sensitivity matrix represents the physics of EM wave
propagation more accurately than ray theory by accounting for finite
frequency wave propagation using scattering theory. In this paper,
we build upon the theory of Fresnel zone attenuation-difference tomography by demonstrating the method with a field example and
comparing the results to the corresponding ray-based results. Our
objective in this paper is to demonstrate how attenuation-difference
data are reduced in Fresnel zone attenuation difference tomography,
to generate Fresnel zone attenuation difference tomograms using
field data sets and compare the results to the corresponding raybased tomograms, and to demonstrate, using field data, that Fresnel
zone attenuation-difference tomography provides enhanced resolution of changes in bulk conductivity in comparison to ray-based tomography.
We demonstrate a field application of Fresnel zone attenuationdifference tomography 共FADT兲 by imaging an electrically conductive 共bromide tracer兲 plume as it migrates through the subsurface
over two successive days. We also show the corresponding raybased attenuation-difference tomography 共RADT兲 tomograms for
comparison. We begin with a brief theoretical review of the differences between FADT and RADT and show how the sensitivity matrices are computed for each. Next, we demonstrate and discuss how
the field data 共including the determination of background velocity,
frequency, first pulse power estimation, and location of cells within
the Fresnel zone兲 are reduced. The inverse problem is solved using
the LSQR algorithm 共Paige and Saunders, 1982兲 and noise is estimated using the L-curve method 共Hansen, 1992兲. We discuss the
L-curves and the insight they provide concerning the signal-to-noise
ratio in GPR attenuation-difference data. Finally, we display the tomograms and compare the results to fluid conductivity measurements collected in a test well within the tomographic plane.
The results of the field example are similar to the results shown in
the synthetic example of Johnson et al. 共2005兲. Namely, the FADT
tomograms are better resolved than the RADT tomograms, both spatially and numerically, because the FADT sensitivity matrix accounts for finite frequency propagation effects. While the FADT and
RADT tomograms display the same general plume locations, differences in the tomograms could lead to significantly different interpre-

tations of the aquifer properties that govern the dimensions of the
plume. The physical improvement in the representation of wave
propagation provided by FADT allows us to better leverage the information in the data and produce more accurate images of the
plume, leading to a more accurate understanding of the distribution
of aquifer properties that affect contaminant migration.

THEORETICAL REVIEW
Ray-based attenuation-difference tomography (RADT)
In ray theory, the equations describing the physics of wave propagation are simplified by assuming that waves propagate at infinite
frequency. Under this assumption, the sensitivity of wave amplitudes and arrival times are distributed along lines 共or rays兲 such that
wave propagation can be represented by a line integral. For EM
wave propagation, electric field amplitudes can be expressed as
共Lane et al., 1996; Day-Lewis et al., 2002; Holliger and Bergmann,
2002兲

Da,i = D0a,i⌰sa共i兲⌰ra共i兲

e−共兰la␣a共s兲dsa兲
兰ladsa

共1兲

where la is the raypath length from source to receiver at time ta, D0a,i
is the amplitude of the source at position i and time ta, ␣a is the attenuation coefficient distribution at time ta, ⌰sa is the source radiation
pattern at time ta, ⌰ra is the receiver radiation pattern at time ta, i is
the angle between source and receiver with respect to horizontal, and
s is the curvilinear abscissa along the raypath at time ta. In this study,
Da,i is the measure of amplitude given by the first pulse energy of
trace i in the absence of the bromide tracer plume. As described by
Johnson et al. 共2005兲, the measure of amplitude in ray theory is
somewhat arbitrary, which is a direct consequence of the assumption
of infinite propagation frequency. Note, however, that the Fresnel
zone and ray-based methods are exactly equivalent if the frequency
of propagation is infinite, demonstrating that the same measure of
amplitude can 共and should兲 be used when comparing the methods.
We have chosen to represent amplitude as the energy contained in
the first pulse in order to be consistent with the Fresnel zone method,
which also uses the first pulse energy as the measure of amplitude/attenuation. A definition of the first pulse energy will be given shortly.
The energy of the first pulse of the trace collected in the presence of
the plume 共i.e., the attenuated trace兲 at time tb is labeled Db,i. If we assume that source amplitudes, radiation patterns and raypaths are independent of time, then the difference between the natural logarithm
of Da,i and Db,i can be expressed as
N

␦Di = ln共Da,i兲 − ln共Db,i兲 =

␦␣ j⌬rij .
兺
j=1

共2兲

Here, the medium has been discretized into N cells. The parameter
␦␣ j = ␣b,j − ␣a,j is the change in attenuation coefficient at cell j between times ta and tb, ⌬rij is the distance along raypath i through cell
j. Note that the time invariance of the raypath implies that there is no
velocity change in the medium from time ta to tb. This is a valid assumption if the only electrical property is changing significantly, as
the plume invades the interwell region, is bulk conductivity, because
EM wave velocity is a weak function of bulk conductivity 共Jackson,
1999兲. If the invading plume causes significant changes in dielectric
permittivity, and thus velocity, then equation 2 is invalid. In our field
experiment, we expect no significant temporal variations in dielec-
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tric permittivity and therefore assume raypaths are invariant in time.
In media where galvanic current losses are negligible, or in lowloss media, the change in attenuation coefficient 共1/m兲is related to
change in bulk conductivity 共 ␦兲 following the mapping 共Jackson,
1999兲

共3兲

where  is the magnetic permeability and ⑀ is the dielectric permittivity. In this study, we assume  is equal to its free space equivalent
共 0兲 and that ⑀ is constant in space. The constant ⑀ assumption requires velocity variations within the medium to be small enough that
rays travel in approximately straight lines 关note EM wave velocity is
primarily a function of  and ⑀ 共Jackson, 1996兲兴. Our choice of constant ⑀ is based on the relatively small variations in EM wave velocity at the site where the field test is conducted 共based on tomographic
velocity estimates, the test site has a mean velocity of approximately
0.085–0.095 m/ns, corresponding to a mean dielectric constant of
12.4 and 10.0, respectively, with a standard deviation of approximately 3.5 m/ns in the saturated zone兲. Substituting equation 3 into
equation 2 gives

␦ D = J S␦ 

共4兲

⌬rij

in matrix form, where JijS = 2 冑  Ⲑ ⑀ and ␦Di = ln共Da,i兲 − ln共Db,i兲.
Equation 4 provides a linear map relating changes in bulk conductivity between times ta and tb to the corresponding change in amplitude
of the data. In the straight ray case, we image the tracer by inverting
JS to determine the distribution of ␦.

Fresnel zone attenuation-difference
tomography (FADT)
A complete description of the theory behind FADT for GPR is
given in Johnson et al. 共2005兲. Only a brief review is presented here.
In order to review the theory behind FADT, we must first discuss
how trace amplitudes are measured. The data are defined by

冉冕

␦Di = ln

t fp

tsr

冊 冉冕

2
eb,i
共t兲dt − ln

t fp

tsr

冊

2
ea,i
共t兲dt ,

共5兲

where ea,i共t兲 and eb,i共t兲 are the time domain traces recorded at times ta
and tb. Time tsr is the time required for the wave to travel from the
source to the receiver 共e.g., the first break time兲, t fp 共the first pulse
time兲 is the time to the first zero crossing after tsr. The amplitude of
the trace between times tsr and t fp is only sensitive to points in space
such that energy scattered from those points arrives within the first
half period 共T/2兲. This region is the first Fresnel volume and includes all points j such that 共Cerveny and Soares, 1992兲

tsj + trj − tsr ⱕ

T
,
2

共6兲

where tsj is the traveltime from the source to scattering location j and
trj is the traveltime from point j to the receiver. The sensitivity of ␦Di
to a small bulk conductivity change at point j 共 ␦ j兲 is approximated
by the forward difference operator

t fp

− ln

ei2共a共r兲,t兲dt

tsr

冊

␦ j

,

共7兲
where a共r兲 is the bulk conductivity distribution at time ta and position r. In this study, a共r兲 represents the background bulk conductivity distribution in the absence of the bromide tracer. The traces
ei共 a共r兲,t兲 and ei共 a共r兲 + ␦ j,t兲 are computed using scattering theory and a first order Born approximation. We assume a dipole radiation pattern in both the source and receiver antennas when computing the traces. In matrix notation, the Fresnel volume equation relating ␦Di to ␦ j is given by

␦ D = J F␦  .

共8兲

The most important difference between JS and JF is that JF accounts for finite frequency wave propagation and represents the
physics of wave propagation more accurately than JS. This accounting improves both the spatial and numerical resolution of inverse estimates of ␦. Examples of JijS and JijF for all cells j are shown in Figure 1. The total sensitivities are equal in each case, but the ray-based
sensitivities are compressed to a line. As shown in Johnson et al.
共2005兲, the ray-based sensitivities are too large, which causes the inverse estimates of ␦ to be underpredicted and incorrectly recovered. The ray approximation also causes a loss in the spatial resolution of ␦ by neglecting sensitive regions adjacent to the ray. Both of
these effects will be demonstrated and discussed in subsequent sections.

DATA REDUCTION
To show how the data are reduced, we begin by considering two
traces: a trace collected in the absence of the conductive plume
共ea,i共t兲兲 and the corresponding trace collected in the presence of the
conductive plume 共eb,i共t兲兲. Field examples of ea,i共t兲 and eb,i共t兲 are
shown in Figure 2. An algorithm automatically finds tsr and t fp for
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Figure 1. 共a兲 Ray-based attenuation-difference sensitivity distribution and 共b兲 Fresnel zone attenuation-difference sensitivity distribution. Each distribution is computed on a 0.1 by 0.1 m grid. Note different scales.
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each trace and determines the log energy difference between the first
pulses of each trace by equation 5, computing the integrals numerically. The wave velocity is approximated by dividing the offset 共i.e.,
the distance between the antenna midpoints兲 by the time to the peak
of the first pulse 共Vasco and Majer, 1993兲. Using the average medium velocity, the Fresnel volume boundary is determined by equation
6. Conductive changes in cells outside of this boundary do not affect
the first-pulse amplitude because energy scattered from these points
arrives after t fp. Next, cells within the Fresnel volume are located and
sensitivity values are computed for cells j within the volume by
equation 7. When each sensitivity value has been computed, the algorithm moves to the next source-receiver pair and repeats the process, first computing the background trace for that pair and then
computing the sensitivities for cells within the Fresnel volume and
placing them in the corresponding row of the sensitivity matrix JF.

INVERSE FORMULATION
The objective of the inversion is to minimize a model objective
function subject to fitting the data given by

⌽共␦est兲 = 储Wd共J␦est − ␦ D兲储2 + ␤储Wm␦est储2 ,

共9兲

where J is JS or JF, depending on whether RADT or FADT is being
used. The vector ␦est is the estimated solution, Wd is the data
weighting matrix that contains the reciprocal of the standard deviation of the data. In this paper, Wd is an identity matrix 共e.g., all data
are weighted equally兲. Wm is the model weighting matrix used to regularize the inverse solution, and ␤ is the trade-off parameter. In this
study, Wm is the first spatial derivative operator so that the final solution is flat in regions where the data do not constrain the solution.
Taking the derivative of ⌽共 ␦est兲 with respect to ␦est, equating the
results to zero and collecting terms provides the normal system of
equations to be solved for ␦est
B1 receiver depth (m)

40,000

tsr

30,000

tfp

Offset = 6.81 m
Vel = 0.083 m/ns
T/2 = 12.3 ns

T/2

20,000
First pulse

10,000
0

eai Background trace
ebi Attenuated trace
(tracer present)

–10,000
–20,000
–30,000
0

20

40
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100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240
Time (ns)

Fresnel volume boundary
tfp = 93.8 ns isotime
contour
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6.81 m

Receiver

Figure 2. Field examples of a background trace and a trace collected
in the presence of a bromide tracer plume and the corresponding
Fresnel zone.

T
共JTWTd WdJ + ␤Wm
Wm兲␦est = JTWTd Wd␦ D.

共10兲

Instead of solving equation 10, which requires an expensive matrixmatrix product, we can solve for ␦est by minimizing the following
system of equations 共Paige and Saunders, 1982兲

冋 册
WdJ

冑␤Wm 关␦est兴 =

冋 册

W d␦ D
.
0

共11兲

Equation 11 only requires a matrix-vector product and can be solved
efficiently using the LSQR algorithm 共Paige and Saunders, 1982兲.
The appropriate ␤ value is chosen by the L-curve 共Hansen, 1992兲
method as described in the next section.

Choosing ␤ with the L-curve approach
In the L-curve approach, the model norm 共 ⌽m = 储 Wm␦est储2兲 and
the data misfit 共or data norm兲 共 ⌽d = 储Wd共J␦est − ␦ D兲储2兲 are computed for a wide range of ␤ values. Then, they are plotted with the
model norm on the x-axis and data misfit on the y-axis. The characteristic nature of this curve follows an L shape. At the maximum
point of curvature, a change in ␤ influences the model norm and data
misfit somewhat equally. To the right of this maximum curvature
point, the change in ␤ influences the model norm more than data misfit and vice versa. Thus, the ␤ obtained in the maximum curvature region of the curve is considered to be the optimal choice and produces
a balance between fitting the data and not producing unwanted model structure as indicated by the model norm. In the absence of noise
estimates, the L-curve method can provide a good measure of the optimal regularization parameter. We use the L-curve method to estimate the optimal ␤ value for both FADT and RADT inverse problems. Then we compare ␦est constructed using FADT and RADT
with the corresponding optimal ␤ values.

TIME LAPSE TRACER TEST AT THE BOISE
HYDROGEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH SITE
The Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site 共BHRS兲 is an in situ
field laboratory located on a gravel bar adjacent to the Boise River
about 15 km southeast of downtown Boise, Idaho 共Figure 3兲. The
aquifer at the BHRS consists of coarse 共cobble-and-sand兲 fluvial deposits that overlie a clay layer at approximately 20 m depth. Eighteen wells were installed at the site in 1997 and 1998 to provide for a
wide range of single-well, crosshole, multiwell and multilevel hydrologic, geophysical, and combined hydrologic-geophysical tests
共Barrash et al., 1999兲.
In August 2001, a time-lapse imaging test was conducted at the
BHRS to support aquifer characterization and to evaluate the use of
GPR for monitoring the transport of electrically conductive fluids
共e.g., plumes with high dissolved solids兲 in heterogeneous granular
aquifers 共Barrash et al., 2003兲. A diagram of the inner well field at
the BHRS and tracer test configuration is shown in Figure 4. Approximately 1000 gallons of potassium bromide tracer were injected over a period of approximately 30 minutes into a 4-m thick zone
that was packed off in well B3. This zone was selected to straddle the
contact between a relatively low-porosity layer above 11 m in well
B3, and a higher-porosity layer below 11 m in well B3 共Figure 4;
Barrash and Clemo, 2002兲.
Over the next 17 days, the tracer migrated along approximately
the natural gradient, following a path from well B3 to B6. Wells B1,
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B2, B4, B5, and B6 were instrumented with packer systems that isolated six 1-m zones in the mid-section of each well that overlapped
the 4-m injection zone in B3. Each packer system was constructed to
allow for the presence of radar antennas during tomographic data
collection and each zone was monitored for changes in fluid conductivity throughout the test. A packer system with twenty 25-cm
thick monitoring zones was placed in well A1 to capture high-resolution tracer concentration behavior as the plume migrated through
the system 共Barrash et al., 2002兲.

G25

concentrated in the middle portion of the tomographic plane. This is
expected because the 4 m injection interval ranges from 9 to 13 m
depth. Note also that the distribution of attenuation differences in the
crossplots are similar for both days, although day 10 displays relatively larger attenuation differences. It is plausible that the general
shape of the plume is similar on days nine and 10, but that, in detail,
higher general tracer concentrations and larger plume dimensions
have moved into the tomographic plane on day 10, causing the larger
B1

Attenuation-difference data

B2

Tomographic radar data were collected daily over the course of
the test in planes B1–B4, B2–B4, and on three separate days in B3–
B6. For the B1–B4 plane, data were acquired with a 100 MHz Mala
Geosciences RAMAC/GPR system at every 20 cm in the receiver
well B1 and every 5 cm in the source well B4. In this study, we compare the B4–B1 FADT and RADT attenuation-difference tomograms constructed from data collected on the ninth and tenth days of
the test, using reference 共or background兲 data collected on the second day of the test. Data collected on the second day are adequate as
background data because no significant amounts of tracer were located within any first Fresnel zones by the second day. The inverted
data are typically spaced at 20 cm intervals in each well over a 15 m
interval for a total of 2861 data points. The tomographic grid consists
of 25⫻ 25 cm cells for a total of 1586 cells.
Figure 5 shows the B1–B4 attenuation-difference data plots at
nine and 10 days after the tracer was injected. The horizontal axis indicates the transmitter depth in B4 and the vertical axis indicates the
receiver depth in B1. The color scale represents the attenuation-difference magnitude of each source-receiver pair as given by equation
5 where the trace ea,i was collected two days after injection and eb,i
was collected nine 共or 10兲 days after injection. The low attenuationdifferences below 9 m and above 15 m suggest that the plume is
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the inner well-field at the BHRS
showing time-lapse tracer test configuration. The injection zone
straddles the contact between the lower porosity zone 3 and the higher porosity zone 2 共Barrash and Clemo, 2002兲. Over the course of the
test, the plume migrates along approximately natural gradient from
B3 through A1 to B6. Tomograms shown in this paper are constructed for the B1–B4 plane on the ninth and 10th day after injection.
Note the porosity contact locations between zones 2 and 3 in each
well, demonstrating the lateral extent of each zone.
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Figure 3. Aerial view of BHRS, Boise River, and well locations.

Figure 5. B1–B4 attenuation difference data cross-plots at nine and
10 days after injection.
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attenuation differences. Also note the attenuation-difference hole
that appears when the transmitter and receiver are located at approximately 12 and 11.5 m depth, respectively. As we will show, the inverse mapping of this feature is readily observable in the tomograms.
Figure 6 shows the zero-offset profile 共or level runs兲 nine and
10 days after injection. The low first-pulse energy difference at approximately 12-m depth corresponds to the hole in the first pulse energy difference crossplots shown in Figure 5. The zero-offset profiles display separate peaks for both days, indicating that the plume
may have two separate lobes above and below approximately 12-m
depth. Also note that the attenuated trace shown in Figure 2 was collected with the source and receiver antennas at a 13-m depth in wells
B3 共the injection well兲 and B6 共the withdrawal well兲, respectively,

on the tenth day of the test. The background trace was collected before the bromide was injected. The large attenuation displayed in
this trace is caused by the presence of bromide tracer between well
B3 and B6 at a 13-m depth.

L-curve analysis

Data norm

Data norm

Data norm

Data norm

Source / receiver depth (m)

Figure 7 compares the L-curves for the FADT and RADT inversions. Each point on the L-curve is generated by solving equation 10
for a constant ␤ value, and the optimum ␤ value occurs at the point of
greatest curvature 共Hansen, 1992兲. Comparing the L-curves between days nine and 10 we see that, for a given ␤ value, day 10 consistently has a larger data norm than day nine for both the FADT and
RADT inversions, suggesting more noise in the day 10 attenuationdifference data. However, the optimum ␤ value for each day is the
same 共⬃66 for FADT, as shown in Figure 7兲. If the day 10 data have
a)
b)
a larger noise component than the day nine data, then the optimal ␤
5
value for day 10 should be larger than the optimal ␤ value for day
6
nine. This apparent discrepancy leads to some insight about radar at7
tenuation-difference data that can be explained as follows. Note that
8
9
with respect to day nine, the day 10 model norm also increases for a
10
given ␤ value. This is reasonable because the attenuation-difference
11
values 共and hence inverse model values兲 are greater on day 10 than
12
on day nine, leading to a larger model norm. In other words, we have
13
larger signals 共attenuation differences兲 and a larger noise component
14
15
共as indicated by the data norm at the optimal ␤ value兲 on day 10 com16
pared to day nine. The constant ␤ value for the two days suggests that
17
the signal-to-noise ratio is constant for each day. In fact, although we
18
only show inversions for two days in this paper, the L-curves con19
structed for day six through day 15 inversions display approximately
–0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
–0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
the same optimal ␤ values. The constant optimal ␤ value reinforces
LN (energy difference)
LN (energy difference)
the compatibility between the data sets, a crucial aspect for timeFigure 6. B4–B1 first-pulse energy difference zero-offset profiles
lapse imaging, and suggests the data reduction
共level runs兲 共a兲 nine days and 共b兲 10 days after injection.
procedure prior to inversion is able to preserve
Fresnel zone L-curves
Straight ray L-curves
the changes that are comparable. On day six, for
100
100
Day 9
Day 9
example, the plume is just visible and the optimal
90
90
Day 10
Day 10
80
80
␤ value results in a small model and data norm.
70
70
The constant ␤ value for each day suggests that
60
60
for this test, time-lapse radar attenuation-differ50
50
ence data display the same signal-to-noise ratio
40
40
30
and thus the same optimal ␤ value. This is impor30
20
20
tant because, if optimal ␤ values are constant,
10
10
then the effort required to produce appropriately
0
0
regularized and comparable time-lapse inversion
0.00 0.010.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.080.090.10
0.00 0.010.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.080.090.10
Model norm
Model norm
results will be greatly reduced. This may help inStraight ray L-curves
crease the utility of time-lapse tomography and
Fresnel zone L-curves
40
40
240
facilitate technological advances such as real100
Day 9
570
Day 9
66
Day 10
time imaging.
240
43
Day 10
30
30
Note that the FADT and RADT inversions dis100
100
570
66
play significantly different optimal ␤ values, data
43
43
20
20
18
240
norms, and model norms. These differences arise
15
3.2
because of the difference in operators mapping
100
43
10
10
the model to the data 共i.e., JF versus JS兲. The SVD
15 3.2
analysis conducted in Johnson et al. 共2005兲 shows
0
0
that
RADT requires more basis functions than
0.12
0.16
0.20
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.20
0.08
FADT to reconstruct a model to the same noise
Model norm
Model norm
level. Including more basis functions is analoFigure 7. Fresnel zone 共left兲 and straight ray 共right兲 L-curves. The lower row is a magnifigous to reducing the ␤ value. Thus, we observe
cation of the upper row about the elbow. ␤ values are shown in the lower curves. The minthat
the optimal ␤ value is lower for RADT in
imum radius of curvature occurs at approximately ␤ = 66 for the Fresnel zone inversions
comparison to FADT. In addition, the higher orand ␤ = 15 for the straight ray inversions.
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der basis functions for RADT saturate such that including more basis
functions does not change the model norm significantly. This effect
is illustrated by the RADT L-curves in Figure 7. For example, given
a data norm of 10 we see that the model norm for FADT is an order of
magnitude greater than the model norm for RADT.
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lution and poor amplitude recovery for RADT were also shown for a
synthetic case by Johnson et al. 共2005兲.

Comparison with fluid conductivity
Comparisons of normalized predicted bulk conductivity versus
normalized measured fluid conductivity at well A1 are shown in Figure 9. It is important to interpret these comparisons in context. The
support volumes for the fluid conductivity measurements are essentially one-dimensional point values aligned at 25-cm intervals along
A1. In contrast, the radar support volume 共i.e., the Fresnel volume兲 is
a 3D volume on the order of several cubic meters 共Figure 2兲. The
plume will be sensed during radar propagation and will be located in
the tomograms at the point where it reaches the Fresnel volume
boundary, but before it reaches A1, thereby resulting in a discrepancy 共or time lag兲 between radar and fluid conductivity measurements
made at a given time. In the FADT case, this data discrepancy is a

Attenuation-difference tomograms
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The FADT and RADT attenuation-difference tomograms for
days nine and 10 are compared in Figure 8. The tomograms are oriented such that the injection well B3 is behind the page and the extraction well B6 is in front of the page. Wells B1 and B4 are on the
left and right boundaries of the tomograms, respectively, and the
plume is migrating out of the page toward the reader. The test was
configured so that the injection interval straddled an approximately
horizontal boundary located at approximately 11-m depth in well B3
that separates a relatively low-porosity zone 共Figure 4, zone 3兲 from
a higher porosity zone 共Figure 4, zone 2兲 that is
B1
A1
B4
B1
A1
B4
persistent throughout the test region 共Barrash and
5
5
Clemo, 2002兲. Each of the tomograms indicate
6
6
that on days nine and 10, most of the plume is lo7
7
cated in the high porosity zone below 12 m in the
8
8
B1–B4 plane. The FADT tomograms suggest that
0.025
0.025
9
9
the plume is divided into an upper lobe and a low0.020
0.020
10
10
0.015
0.015
er lobe. The lobes are smeared together in the
11
11
0.010
0.010
RADT tomograms suggesting the plume is con12
12
0.005
0.005
nected across the porosity boundary.
13
13
0.000
0.000
The smearing between lobes in the RADT case
14
14
–0.005
–0.005
is a consequence of the ray approximation. For
15
15
–0.010
–0.010
example, consider the trace collected on day nine
16
16
–0.015
–0.015
with the source and receiver both at 12 m depth in
17
17
–0.020
–0.020
their respective wells. If we assume the plume
18
18
–0.025
–0.025
consists of an upper and a lower lobe separated by
19
19
approximately 1.5 m, then the trace will be atten20
20
uated with respect to the background trace be0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
cause much of the plume in each lobe is located
Distance (m)
Distance (m)
within the first Fresnel zone. Thus, the datum associated with the source and receiver displays atB1
A1
B4
B1
A1
B4
tenuation.
5
5
Now consider the ray associated with the
6
6
source-receiver pair. The ray-based sensitivities
7
7
are located along a line between the source and
8
8
receiver and do not represent sensitive regions
0.015
0.015
9
9
adjacent to the ray that are caused by finite fre10
10
0.010
0.010
quency propagation. In order to fit the datum the
11
11
inversion routine must smear the boundaries of
0.005
0.005
12
12
the plume to the ray, thereby resulting in a loss of
13
13
0.000
0.000
spatial resolution. This can explain why the lobes
14
14
appear connected in the RADT inversion but sep–0.005
–0.005
15
15
arated in the FADT inversion. The ray-based in16
16
–0.010
–0.010
version is forced to smear the boundaries of the
17
17
plume in order to fit data points associated with
18
18
–0.015
–0.015
rays passing near the plume boundaries. Note
19
19
also that the predicted bulk conductivity changes
20
20
are significantly lower in the ray-based tomo0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
grams. This occurs because sensitivities are conDistance (m)
Distance (m)
centrated along the ray and overpredict the sensitivity of each cell within the ray, resulting in a
Figure 8. 共top row兲 B4–B1 FADT and 共bottom row兲 RADT tomograms at 共left column兲
poor amplitude recovery. The loss of spatial resonine and 共right column兲 10 days after injection.
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consequence of the 2D inversion. If a 3D inversion was conducted,
there would be no discrepancy between the attenuation difference
and fluid conductivity data because the FADT method would account for out-of-plane sensitivities. Although we have conducted the
2D inversion in this case 共and therefore the data discrepancy exists兲,
it is useful to qualitatively compare the fluid conductivity measurements to the inverse estimates at A1. For instance, the upper lobe
shown in the tomograms does not appear in the fluid conductivity
measurements. This suggests that the upper lobe has not yet reached
A1 but is within the Fresnel volume of the radar data. Thus, the lower

a)
846
844

Day 9

b)

Bulk (FADT)
Fluid

Day 9

c)

Bulk (RADT)
Fluid

Elevation AMSL (m)

842
840
838
836
834

lobe 共which has reached A1兲 is moving faster than the upper lobe,
which is consistent with the porosity structure of the BHRS 共assuming that the ratio of hydraulic conductivity to porosity is positively
correlated with porosity at the BHRS兲. The fluid conductivity measurements are also consistent with the tomographic structure of the
lower lobe. The conductivity peaks are colocated and the vertical extent of the predicted bulk conductivity change matches well with the
measured fluid conductivity change, at least to the depth where fluid
conductivity measurement are available. This is most evident in the
FADT inversions, which are less affected by smearing artifacts.
The negative portions of the tomograms
共which are somewhat hidden by the color scale in
Figure 8兲 are most likely tomographic artifacts.
Day 9
We assume the negative lobes are artifacts beBulk (FADT)
cause negative bulk conductivity changes are not
Fluid (RADT)
sensible given the nature of the tracer test 共e.g., all
bulk conductivity changes should be positive兲. In
addition, fluid conductivity measurements in the
monitoring wells indicate no negative changes in
fluid conductivity with respect to pretest levels.
The negative artifacts could possibly be removed
with a more advanced inversion technique 共e.g.,
positivity constraints兲, but no such inversion was
attempted in this work.
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Figure 9. 共a兲 Normalized FADT bulk conductivity and measured fluid conductivity in
well A1 nine days after injection. 共b兲 Normalized RADT bulk conductivity and measured
fluid conductivity in well A1 nine days after injection. 共c兲 FADT and RADT bulk conductivity at well A1 nine days after injection. 共d兲 Normalized FADT bulk conductivity and
measured fluid conductivity in well A1 10 days after injection. 共e兲 Normalized RADT
bulk conductivity and measured fluid conductivity in well A1 10 days after injection. 共f兲
FADT and RADT bulk conductivity at well A1 10 days after injection. The fluid conductivity comparisons demonstrate the smearing effect of RADT. 共b兲 and 共e兲 The lower lobe
of the plume in the RADT profiles has a larger vertical extent than is suggested by the fluid conductivity measurements. 共c兲 and 共f兲 demonstrate the magnitudes of the FADT versus RADT bulk conductivity change at well A1. The RADT values are low because of the
erroneously high sensitivities along the ray. The upper lobe of the plume is not shown in
the fluid conductivity measurements because it has not reached A1, but is within the sampling volume 共i.e., the Fresnel volume兲 of the GPR data, and is thus mapped to the tomographic plane.

We have shown a practical application of attenuation-difference tomography with the intent
of demonstrating the utility of Fresnel zone tomography versus traditional ray-based methods.
Although the tomographic images are interesting
on their own, they are not of much value unless
they can be used to give greater insight into the
distribution of subsurface properties, or otherwise solve some problem. Attenuation-difference tomography is a useful tool for monitoring
the migration of conductively anomalous fluids
through the subsurface. However, in the current
state of the practice, using the tomographic images to infer something about subsurface properties
requires some type of interpretation, whether
mathematical or in the form of expert judgment.
For instance, we may wish to use the tomograms
to estimate the actual boundaries of the plume in
the tomographic plane, which are dependent
upon lateral and vertical hydraulic dispersivities,
or we may wish to generate pseudobreak through
curves based upon time lapse tomographic images for use in hydrogeologic parameter estimation
共which would require a bulk conductivity to fluid
conductivity petrophysical transform兲. In any
case, the accuracy of the interpretation and conclusions based on the interpretation is dependent
upon the accuracy of the tomogram共s兲.
By better representing the physics of wave
propagation in attenuation-difference tomography, we can better leverage the information content in the radar data to produce more accurate estimates of the distribution of fluid conductivity
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anomalies. By producing more accurate tomograms, we can reduce
the possibility of interpretational errors. The field example presented
in this paper is illustrative in this regard. Although the Fresnel zone
and ray-based tomograms display the same general distribution of
conductivity changes, the Fresnel zone images suggest the plume
consists of two relatively compact lobes while the ray-based images
suggests the plume is more continuous and extensive. These two images could lead to significantly different inferences about the subsurface and the distribution of aquifer properties. For example, we may
conclude, based on the FADT tomograms, that there is a low hydraulic conductivity wedge centered at approximately a 12-m depth
causing the separation of the plume into an upper and lower lobe.
The RADT tomograms do not suggest such a feature because the
lobes are more continuous, which may lead to the interpretation of a
more homogeneous subsurface. In addition, the RADT tomograms
may lead to erroneously large estimates of dispersivity values, because the boundaries of the plume must be extended in order to satisfy the data in the RADT method. Because the FADT images are
more accurate, we expect to gain more accurate knowledge about the
subsurface and reduce the possibility of false interpretation by employing Fresnel zone tomography.
Ideally, it would be possible to use tomographic GPR attenuationdifference data directly to help calibrate flow and transport models
via joint inversion. Such a development would be a significant advancement in hydrogeophysics because tomographic radar data contain a tremendous amount of information concerning the shape
plume, and thus the hydrogeologic properties that control the plumes
structure. We believe that the development of FADT is an important
step toward making possible the joint inversion of hydrogeologic
and GPR attenuation-difference data, not only because FADT more
accurately resolves plume dimensions, but also because FADT more
accurately recovers the magnitude of bulk-conductivity changes
than does RADT. Both of these advantages are important to eliminate RADT-based inconsistencies between the attenuation-difference data and hydrogeologic or transport data that may be available.
For instance, consider a fluid conductivity measurement taken just
above the boundary of a plume, indicating that no tracer is present.
The RADT method may suggest tracer is present at that point because the datum feels the effects of the plume, but the ray does not
pass directly through the plume, leading to an inconsistency between
the measured fluid conductivity and the RADT data. A similar argument could be made concerning the magnitude of measured and
RADT predicted fluid conductivity values 共assuming a valid bulkconductivity to fluid-conductivity transform were available兲, because RADT significantly underpredicts bulk conductivity changes.
FADT resolves these issues, bringing the possibility of joint inversion to calibrate groundwater models closer to reality.
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